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Reading Standards:

The Real
"Bottom Line"
Is Not the MEAP!
by Dr. Elaine Weber

What you get is what you expect and
respect!!!

A more complicated answer might be
found in research. Over the past 15 years
res_earch in areas related to reading has
guided us to reconceptualize the reading
process through new insights into what
productive readers do as they read and how
to foster these processes in developing
readers. Knowledge that we have gained
from research about the interactive nature of
reading allows us to establish goals and
objectives that direct the development of
readers who interact with text and use it for
thought and action.

. Teach to the Meap! The driving force,
right or wrong, behind the reading curriculum
in many districts, is the MEAP test. Local
districts' test scores compared on front pages
of newspapers in midwinter create anxiety
that often narrows the reading curriculum to
ac~om_modate only the 26 minimal reading
ob1ect1ves tested on the Meap reading test.
The "Meap years" have rendered both good
news and bad news. The good news is that
publi_she? test _scores have continued to put
reading in a prime location in the priorities of
many school districts. The bad news is that for
some districts the State's minimal objectives
have become the "district reading program"
and the maximum requirements for students is
the achievement of those minimal objectives.
The best news, however, is that during the
years the State has assessed students in
reading, _the! have continued to gradually,
but stead, ly, improve. So why change? Why is
there ~uch an aggressive campaign to
dr~ma_t,cally alter the State's goals and
ob1ect1ves for reading and the State's
reading assessment?

So What?
National Assessment of Educational
Progress over their past four assessments
continues to log steady improvements in
reading at all age levels tested. In fact, The
Reading Report Card: Progress toward
Excellence in Our Schools, boasts that
"Students at ages 9, 13 and 17 were better
readers in 1984 than students at the same
ages were in 7977 ." 2 These national
assessments of the reading ability of school
age children have continued to confirm what
our Meap reading assessment has reported
about readers in Michigan; readers continue
to improve on the literal recall of knowledgelevel tasks but as the tasks become more
complex involving inferential and critical
skills, fewer students show competence. The
Reading Report Card cautions that "forty
percent of 13 year olds and 16 percent of 17
year olds attending high school have not
?cquired_ "intermediate" (search for specific
information, interralate ideas, and make
gene:alizations) reading skills and strategies."
and 1t adds that "only" 5 percent of the 17
year-olds have advanced (ability to

.. and the pendulum swings because that's
what it does!
A simple answer could be found in the
introduction to, Becoming a Nation of
Readers: The Report of the Commission on
Rea?ing. It states, "The knowledge is now
available to make worthwhile improvements
in reading throughout the United States. If the
practices seen in the classrooms of the best
teachers in the best schools could be
introduced everywhere, improvements ,n
reading would be dramatic. " 1
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synthersize, and learn from specialized
reading materials) reading skills. " 3

that this 21 to 25 year old population was
uniformly weak in performing higher-level
reading skills and that studies of 9, 13, and 17
year olds have shown no improvement on
higher level reading skills from 1971 to 1984.
The authors of The Subtle Danger conclude
that "literacy skills students sorely lack skills
of logic, inference, and synthesis - have never
been stressed in schools and yet are
imperative for autonomous, effective adult life. '' 6
Finally, the authors found it curious that
current reading assessments used school
curriculum, instead of the everyday literacy
tasks as a basis for assessment.
In my travels I have inquired about
districts' knowledge of what reading skills are
expected of their exited students and what
data exists on their preparedness. The lack of
response has prompted me to begin an all out
bumper-sticker campaign that asks "Do you
know where your graduates and dropouts
are?"
In Michigan it costs, on an average,
$48,000 to school a student from Kindergarten
to grade twelve. Maybe a more logical
assessment of our reading program would be
the degree to which our "products", the
exited students, met the reading demands of
business, industry and pursuits of higher
education or just society in general. Without
this knowledge, will we know how wisely we
used our money and how appropriately we
prepared an even more important resource,
our students.

We are improving, isn't that enough?
Aside from what NAEP and MEAP expect
from our students, the answer might be found
in considering what reading skills are
expected of our students when they exit from
our schools. In an address to the National
Reading Congress, Austin, Texas, 1986, Larry
Mikulecky of Indiana University reported that
literacy demands on workers at all levels of
occupations is on the rise. He reported that 90
percent of all occupations called for some
reading and writing and that blue collar
workers averaged 1 1/2 hours daily of job
reading of materials at the 10th to 12th grade
reading level. This was often reported to be
more reading than students were required to
do in high school. In another study comparing
work reading to school reading, Mikulecky
found that "work reading" called for reading
to accomplish tasks, solve problems, and
make evaluations about the usefulness of
material. "School reading'1 , for the most
part, consisted of reading to find facts to
answer teachers' questions. He concluded
that "the gap between school literacy and
workplace literacy is wide. " 4
Literacy demands in general are on the
rise. Newspapers that were once written at a
comfortable 5th or 6th grade reading level
are now more frequently at 10th or 11th
grade levels due to the increase in articles
from syndicated services. And, gosh, just
simple things like hooking up a VCR to the
television set have stretched my reading skills.

What, then, is really at stake?
If you believe still that this aggressive
campaign to establish new reading standards
is a whimsical plea from State policy
makers... and if you still believe that
standards demanding that readers are
empowered with skills matching the literacy
expectations of the real world is simply a
swing of the pendulum ... please consider
Harold Hodgkinson's final conclusion in
Michigan: The State and Its Education
System. "As the number of children born in
poverty increases in Michigan, as the number
of children who enter public school 'at risk'
gets larger, the function of education begins
to change, from picking winners to creating
winners, a much more difficult task. As the
number of youth in Michigan continues to

Where you put your money you collect
your interest.
The efforts expended on basic skills are
certainly evident in the steady improvements
of "basic level" reading on national and state
assessments. This improvement was recently
confirmed in a study of National Assessment
of Educational progress on young adults
reported in "Literacy: Profiles of America's
Young Adults (21 to 25 year olds). Only
about 2 percent of those tested were unable
to read the printed word- so few people were
found to be "illiterate" in the traditional
definition of illiterate. 5 The Subtle Danger,
a reflection on this literacy study, points out
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objectives and recommend any alterations or
changes. It was at that first meeting that a
pact was made that anything less than a
reconceptualized definition of reading
reflecting the current research related to
reading, was inadequate.

shorten, it becomes more vital than ever that
evey young person in the State develop to
their maximum potential. This is not rhetoric
-every resource of the state should be bent on
the task of carrying out this challenge." 7
The effect of what Michigan has so boldly
established as literacy goals for all of its
students is echoed in Learning to Be Literate
in America: Reading, Writing, and
Reasoning: Our success in reducing
disparities in educational performance and
in developing higher levels of literacy can
influence the future of the nation as a whole. It
can define the ability of our next generations
to compete in the world economy, and may
even affect the quality of life they enioy within
our own country. " 8

"The difference between the impossible
and the possible lies in man's {woman's)
determination.,,
Tommy Lasorda
In a 1983 meeting, of the State Board of
Education, members' reaction to the New
Definition of Reading was that it radically
departed from the old definition . Dr. Phillip E.
Runkel, the then State Superintendent for
Public Instruction, suggested finding broader
support for the movement. This suggestion
was acted upon immediately and a Michigan
Reading Association position paper authored
by Dr. Karen Wixson and Dr. Charles Peters
was prepared and published. This paper
provided the necessary background knowledge
and support for the new definition of reading.

Applause! Applause!
In Michigan, perhaps, more than other
states, we have felt the affect of a world
economy; that may account for our leadership
in embracing higher reading standards for
our students. We have allowed research and
sound practices to influence state-established
reading standards and we have become a
model for other states. We have made
phenominal progress in establishing
guidelines that expand reading instruction to
promote reading as an interactive process
that is not mastered, but instead nurtured
through all the influencing factors on
increasingly more complex and demanding
text. In Michigan, teaching to the MEAP is not
enough. Even the new MEAP test that will so
very comprehensively appraise the student's
knowledge of constructing meaning and
monitoring metacognitive processes, is still
just an indication that these abilities exist.

"A great pleasure in life is doing what
people say you cannot do.,, Walter Gagehot
The new definition of reading brought
both criticism and acclaim. As the years
passed, and as educators became better
acquainted with the research supporting the
new definition, the acclaim became more
conspicous than the criticism; this mounting
support and acclaim added fuel to an
already fired-up committee of educators, The
Curriculum Review Committee.
Education reforms recommended by the
State Board of Education in 1984 called
together an ad hoc committee of educators,
the previously mentioned "fired-up
committee", to provide districts with a
vehicle for reviewing their reading curriculum.
This process became known as the "Reading
Curriculum Review" and the committee that
developed the process became known as the
Curriculum Review Committee. This group of
educators volunteered their days, evenings,
weekends and summers over the past three
years providing the grassroots leadership
necessary to convince a resistant state board
of education and some very skeptical
educators in 566 local districts to espouse the
interactive model of reading and to implement
the accompanying objectives.

"All glory comes from daring to begin."
Eugene R. Ware

In May of 1986 the State Board of
Education adopted a new set of reading
goals and objectives replacing those minimal
objectives established in the mid-seventies.
This action was the culmination of three very
active years of informing the educators in
Michigan about the new research in reading
education. An effort started in 1982 when a
small committee of Michigan Reading
Association members was appointed to work
with the Michigan Department of Education
reading specialist to review the existing
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"Paralyze resistance with persistence."

Curriculum Review Committee regularly
reminds me, most educators in the State are
still at the awareness level. Michigan
educators are presently and will continue to
gather the knowledge to draw the following
conclusions about reading.

Woody Hayes

Their contributions include: twenty-two
regional seminars; three state conferences;
three multi-colored flip-charts making the
research "teacher friendly"; a document
forecasting new instruction decisions growing
out of the new definition of reading; a set of
color-coded bookmarks to directing the
modification of basal lessons; and, a
document suggesting strategies for secondary
teachers.
The current work of the committee
includes a cooperative effort with Michig'an
Reading Association to develop a statewide
reading plan outlining the roles and
responsibilities of the various agencies,
institutions, and organizations. Ultimately
this document will be presented to the State
Board of Education and a plan of action will
be developed.

1. Reading is a constructive process.
2. Reading is a dynamic process affecting
reader, text, and context.
3. Prior knowledge that the reader has for
the topic and the text structure affects
reading.
4. Good readers employ metacognitive
processes appropriately as they read.
5. Attitudes and self perceptions influence
reading.
(Level One. Statewide professional
development plan for reading)

"Choice, not chance, determines destiny."
If educators have opportunities to read
and rethink ideas about curriculum and
instruction and if, change is appropriate, it
will occur. Three years ago, when the
Curriculum Review Committee began its
work, we made an agreement to never ever
"should" on educators. We have tried to
keep our promise as we present information
related to the new definition of reading. This
issue of the Michigan Reading Association
Journal is the first in a series of two issues to
acquaint you with some knowledge and
strategies underlying the new definition of
reading. Read on ...

"Real leaders are ordinary people with
extraordinary determination."
Michigan Reading Association has
provided the super-structure for the
dissemination of information generated by
the Curriculum Review Committee through
published documents, conference strands,
and conference support. They have provided
the guidance and management of the
development of the new MEAP Test and will
continue to shepherd the project through
experimental testing, two piloting years and
the transition year.

"Unless you try to do something beyond
what you have already mastered, you
wi/1 never grow."
Ronald Osborn

Dr. Elaine M. Weber is a Reading Specialist
with the Michigan Department of Education.
END NOTES

During the 1987-88 school year the
Curriculum Review Committee will present a
series of professional development
conferences in a trainer-of-trainers format.
The content of these conferences will include
the knowledge base for the new definition of
reading and the resulting instructional
strategies.
Just when I bring out the laurels to rest
upon, I get invited to present the "new
definition" of reading to a willing group of
educators. The quizzical looks on their faces
prepares me for the inevitable, "What is this
new definition of reading?". So, as the
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